12 C + 12 C -> 20 Ne + 4 He (Neon)
• After carbon runs out in the core, start carbon shell fusion, core collapses • etc, etc: 10 9 K 20 Ne + 4 He -> 24 Mg (Magnesium)
1.5x10 9 K 16 O + 16 O -> 28 Si + 4 He (Silicon) 3x10 9 K 28 Si + stuff -> all the way up to 56 Fe (Iron) • Star wanders between blue and red supergiant Mar 27, 2006 Astro 100 Lecture 26 3
The Massive Star Evolution • Theoreticians best estimates:
-on MS was 20 M sun . Shed mass by mass loss.
-Just before SN, had maybe 5 M sun Hydrogen in envelope, and 6 M sun Helium, 2 M sun heavier elements, including 1.5 M sun iron in core.
• Neutrinos. For 0.1 sec, power calculated to be 10 47 Watts.
-SN1987A was the first (except for sun) astronomical object seen in neutrinos. • Origin of the Heavy Elements. All identified SNR's are rich in heavy elements CNO .. Fe .. presumably produced in the fusion leading up to the explosion. By a rough count of SN's/year, these account for most of the elements heavier than Helium in the universe.
• => We are made of supernova remnants! 
